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An algorithm is presented for the problem of maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of parameters 
of partially observed continuous time random processes. This algorithm is an extension of the 
EM algorithm [3] used in the time series literature, and preserves its main features. It is then 
applied to the problem of parameter estimation of continuous time, finite state or infinite state 
(diffusions) Markov processes observed via a noisy sensor. The algorithm in general involves 
iterations of non-linear smoothing with known parameters and then a non-stochastic maximization. 
For special cases, including linear models and AR/ARMA processes observed in white noise, 
each iteration is easily performed with finite dimensional filters. Finally, the algorithm is applied 
to parameter estimation of "randomly slowly varying" linear systems observed in white noise, 
and explicit results are derived. 
parameter estimation * EM algorithm * maximum likelihood * ditiusion processes * non-linear 
smoothing * ARMA processes 
1. Introduction 
Non-linear filtering with uncertainty in some of the parameters of the model is 
an important problem with many applications in Electrical Engineering as well as 
in Physics and Statistics, cf. e.g. [1, 2]. For continuous processes, both the likelihood 
function and the posterior probability density function of the unknown parameters 
are based on the conditional expected value of an appropriate Radon-Nikodym 
derivative with respect o a reference probability measure given the observation 
process. Direct maximization of this term usually leads to non-solvable quations 
and thus various sub-optimal algorithms are used for specific problems, cf. [1]. 
In many non-linear filtering problems there exists a natural complete data set 
which includes both the signal and the observed process. If this complete data were 
measured, the problem of parameter estimation would have been reduced to the 
maximization (in the space of allowed parameters) of a non-stochastic function. 
For many cases, there is an analytic solution for this maximization problem. 
However, in practice, one is usually faced with partially observed systems, i.e., noisy 
measurements. 
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Dempster et al. [3] presented the EM algorithm as a general framework for solving 
this type of problem in the case where both the complete data and the partially 
observed ata possess ampling densities (i.e. are random vectors). This algorithm 
coincides with many ad-hoc iterative methods used by statisticians for this class of 
problems (cf., the IRLS algorithm [4]). The main advantages of the EM algorithm 
are: 
(a) Relatively simple iterations for many applications. 
(b) Monotone increase of the likelihood functional in successive iterations. 
(c) Convergence to stationary points (with respect o the parameters) of the 
likelihood functional with known rate of convergence. 
Due to these advantages the EM algorithm has been used in many applications, 
e.g. [3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 21]. In the next section we extend the EM algorithm to complete 
data which are random continuous time processes rather than random vectors. In 
this setting a mutually continuous family of probability measures i defined on the 
complete data, with a different measure for each possible set of parameters. The 
various p.d.f.'s that appear in the EM formulation are properly replaced by Radon- 
Nikodym derivatives. The resulting algorithm preserves the basic features of the 
EM algorithm of Dempster et al. [3]. Especially, monotone likelihood increase and 
convergence theorems of [3, 27] are applicable to this set up. Moreover, similarly 
to the discrete case, it consists of iterating the following two steps: A non-recursive 
conditional expectation (E step) followed by a non-stochastic maximization (M 
step). 
In Section 3 we apply the derived algorithm to the problem of parameter stimation 
of partially observed iffusion processes. Following [6, Chapter 7], we derive the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative between any two probability measures corresponding 
to two different sets of parameters. The ML estimate involves the conditional 
expectation of this functional given the observation process, which is difficult to 
perform. However, for this case, the EM algorithm yields an E-step which involves 
non-linear smoothing of a simplified functional with respect to the measure defined 
by the current estimate of the parameters. The M-step uses the results of the E-step 
to obtain a better (in the likelihood sense) set of parameters. In general, the optimal 
non-linear smoother is infinite dimensional. Thus, although the EM significantly 
simplifies the estimation problem, an approximate smoother has to be used in 
practice. However, for the class of problems that possess afinite dimensional optimal 
non-linear filter (i.e., Kalman [18], and Benes [16] filtering problems), the EM 
algorithm yields very convenient i erations. These iterations are demonstrated for 
linear time-invariant systems with linear parametrization f both the state and the 
gain matrices. This class of processes contains the widely used Autoregressive (AR) 
and Autoregressive-Moving-Average processes (ARMA), for which the EM 
algorithm has been already successfully applied in a discrete time modeling context 
[7, 20, 21]. 
In a different setting and independent derivation, the EM algorithm has been 
used in estimating the parameters of finite state space Markov chains from partial 
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observations [8] and in that context it is named as the Baum algorithm for estimating 
the transition probabilities of a Hidden-Markov-Model (HMM). Following [6, 9] 
we derive in Section 4 the appropriate Radon-Nikodym derivatives for finite state 
continuous time Markov processes observed via a noisy sensor, and apply the 
extended version of the EM algorithm to estimate both the transition probabilities 
and the measurement parameters. The resulting update formulas are very similar 
to their discrete analogues. The E-step which in the discrete time models involves 
the well known forward-backward ecursions [8] over finite number of observations, 
requires in the continuous case the evaluation of the conditional expectation of the 
number of state transitions in the given time interval. Recently, a simple finite 
dimensional solution of this problem has been derived [26]. 
In Section 5, we consider the problem of estimating "randomly-slowly varying" 
parameters of a linear-system observed via a noisy linear sensor. A typical example 
is an Autoregressive process whose pole's location is slowly-varying with time. The 
exact modeling of this system by regarding the parameters' vector as another diffusion 
process with low cut-off frequency ields a non-linear model. 
Various sub-optimal ad-hoc techniques have been suggested for tracking the 
trajectory of these parameters [ 10]. Recently, the posterior distribution concept has 
been generalized todiffusion processes, and maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimators 
of the signal process trajectory in a fixed interval, given the noisy observed process 
have been derived [11 ]. In general, these estimators involve the solution of appropri- 
ate two-point stochastic boundary value problems, but for the case of linear systems 
they possess finite dimensional non-recursive solutions. Combining this result with 
the EM algorithm we derive explicit iterative algorithm for updating the trajectory 
of "slowly-varying" parameters of a linear system. Each iteration involves the 
application of two linear smoothers. The first one estimates the signal process given 
the measurement process, using current parameters' trajectory, and the second one 
updates the estimated parameters' trajectory given the smoothed signal process. 
In the last section a typical numerical example is presented. 
2. The extended EM algorithm 
Let (~2x, 3~x) and (~y,  3~r) be two Borel measurable spaces, which will be called 
the process and observation spaces, respectively. In this section, we consider the 
following general parameter estimation problem: 
Let 0 ~ O c R n be a vector of unknown parameters. 0 may belong to an appropriate 
probability space or may be non-random. In the first case, we assume there exists 
an initial probability measure on O, which we denote by Po(O). We assume that 
there exists a family of probability measures Po induced by the parameters 0, so 
that (~XxY, ~i;, Po) is a complete probability space for each 0 ~ O. We further assume 
that we are given the sub-sigma field generated by events Y in (~2y, 3~y). The 
parameter estimation problem we consider is to estimate the parameters 0 from the 
(given) observation Y. 
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As usual, the question of optimality criterion arises when estimation is considered. 
Here, we are interested in the Maximum Likelihood (whenever 0 is not random) 
or Maximum A-Posteriori (if 0 is random) estimators. In order to proceed and 
rigorously define this estimator, we need the following assumptions: 
(vo, o)(eo- Po,), (A-l) 
i.e., Po is a family of mutually absolutely continuous probability measures. 
(vo, o, 0 ¢ 0') dPo(Xl Y) 
dPo,(XIY) 1 a.s. (dPo,(X IY)). (A-2) 
As sumption (A- 1 ) implies the existence of the Rado n- Nikodym derivative dPo / d P o' 
of Po with respect o Po,. Assumption (A-2) is an identifiability assumption, as if 
it does not hold for some 0, 0'~ O they are undistinguishable. We denote by P] the 
restriction of Po to Oy. As is well known [6], we have 
dP~ / dPo 
d P Yo ,- E o .[-d-~o, [ Y) (2.1) 
where the suffix 0' in the last expectation denotes an expectation with respect o 
the measure Po'. 
We are ready now to define the ML and the MAP estimators as: 
0 A [dPro~ ML = argmax |S--~y/ for some constants a e O, 
o~o \ t l l "a /  
(2.2a) 
OMApa---argmaxpo(o)(dW°~ 0~o \ '~-~j  for some constants a ~ O, (2.2b) 
respectively, provided the argmax exists in both definitions and Po(O) possess a 
density po(O) so that (2.2b) makes sense. It is clear that the definitions above do 
not depend on the specific choice of a. 
We proceed now by adapting the EM algorithm [3] to our set up. 
For simplicity, we consider only the ML estimator, although the same derivation 
is applicable to the MAP estimator (Definition 2.2b). 
As a Radon-Nikodym derivative between two absolutely continuous probability 
measures i strictly positive everywhere, we will consider the log-likelihood function 
L,~( O) A log(~-~y~. 
\d (2.3) 
Due to the montonicity of the log function, the maximization of L~ (0) (with respect 
to 0) is equivalent to the maximization of (dP~/dP~). 
We adopt now the terminology of [3]: the sub-sigma field generated on Ox× y by 
(X, Y) is called the "complete data", whereas the sub-sigma field generated by Y 
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is the "partial data". Now: 
L,~(O')-L~(O) A-log ~-  
dP~, dP~ dP~, 
log = log ~ (2.4) 
dP~ dP~ dP~" 
Therefore: 
L,~(O')-L~,(O)=logEoL--~o Y , 
and from the Jensen inequality we obtain: 
[1 [dPo,~ 
L,~(O')-L,~(O)~ Eo t og~-p~-0 } 
Equality in (2.6) is achieved if and only if 
dPo,(X[ Y) 
dPo(XI Y) 
= I (a.s. dPo(X[ Y)), 
Y] 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
with equality if and only if 0'= 0, where Aoo, A dPo,/dPo. 
Note that E0(log AoolY)= 0. We are therefore led to the following definition of 
the EM algorithm, which consists of the following two steps repeated iteratively: 
Let Op be the estimate after the p-th iteration. Then the E-step (expectation) is: 
Q( O, ~p)A E #p(log A~pol Y) (2.8a) 
and the M-step (maximization) is: 
0p+l A argmax Q(O, Op). (2.8b) 
0cO 
Thus, we have, from (2.7): 
Theorem 1 
with equality if and only if Op+l 
(2.9) 
Theorem 1 which is the infinite dimensional analogue of Theorem 1 of [3] 
guarantees the monotone increase of the likelihood functional at each iteration. 
We have seen so far that the EM algorithm provides us with an effective way to 
increase the likelihood. An easy corollary of  Theorem 1 is that the maximum 
likelihood estimator is a fixed point of the EM algorithm. Theorem 2 (Theorem 2 
from [27]) states some convergence properties of  the EM algorithm. 
(VO, 0'~0) L(O')-L,~(O)>~Eo(IogAoo, IY) (2.7) 
or, as implied by Assumption (A-2), if and only if 0 = 0'. Therefore, we have obtained: 
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Theorem 2. Assume 
(a) 0~o= {0~ O: L,~(O) >>- L~(0o)} is compact for any 0o~ 0. 
(b) L,~( O) is continuous in 0 and differentiable in the interior of@. 
(c) Q(O, 0') is continuous w.r.t. 0 and 0'. 
(d) All the EM instances {0p} are in the interior of O. 
Then, all the limit points of any instance {Op} of the EM algorithm (and there exists 
at least one such limit point) are stationary points of L~(. ), having the same value 
( of L~( . ) ) L*. Furthermore, L~( Op) converges monotonically to L*. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in [27] and is therefore omitted. 
We note that other convergence theorems may be stated, following [27]. We refer 
the reader to [27] for details. As argued in [27], in general, an EM sequence may 
not converge, or converges to a stationary point of L~ ( . )  which is not a local maxima. 
Theorem 3 (Theorem 4 from [3]) states sufficient conditions under which a limit 
of an EM sequence is a stationary point of L~(-). We denote by Dkn(f(oq fl)) the 
partial derivative 
0 k+n 
oxk OY gf(x" Y) I x=o,y=o" 
Let O be a region in R". Assume L~,(O) and Q(O, 0') are twice continuously 
ditterentiable (w.r.t. 0, 0 'e O) with continuous derivatives. Further, assume that the 
maximum in (2.8b) is achieved by a solution of the equation D1°Q(O, Op)= 0. Then 
Theorem 3. Assume: 
° Aoo,Y =Eo( I) (1) o0,Eo(log ~,logAoo, Y ,  
(2) Op , 0* ~ @, 
p--.oo 
(3) 
from zero. 
Then 
the matrix D2°Q(0p+l, 0p) is negative definite with eigenvalues bounded away 
DL~(O*)=O (2.10a) 
D2°Q( O*, 0") is negative definite. (2.10b) 
Proof. The proof is the same as in [3] and is therefore omitted. 
Notes. 1. In the case of the MAP estimator (2.2b) we add logpo(0) to L~,(O) and 
0p) in the definition of the EM algorithm and in Theorems 1, 2, 3 to obtain Q(o, 
similar results. 
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2. For a discrete parameter space O, Theorem 1 holds for both ML and MAP 
versions of the EM, thus the optimality criteria is monotonically increased. However, 
convergence tothe ML (MAP) estimator isnot guaranteed since there is no continuity 
in the parameter space, and for this purpose an exhaustive search is needed as 
mentioned (using different methods) by [1]. 
3. In Theorem 4 in [3] the following result on the rate of convergence is given: 
[Op+~-O*]=[Op-O*]{-D~Q(O*, O*)}[D2°Q(O*, 0*)] -1 
if expectation and differentiations in both L~(0) and Q(O, 0') are interchangeable. 
Then, the rate of convergence can be interpreted in terms of the Fisher information 
matrices of the complete and partial data. For conditions on this interchangeability 
property, see [12]. 
4. The EM algorithm may be interpreted in terms of the Kullback-Leibler 
definition of information [13]. Indeed, log(dPYo/dPYo,) is exactly the mean informa- 
tion for discriminating between Po(" [Y) and P0,(" [Y) given observation from 0' 
minus the mean information for discriminating between Po(X, Y) and Po,(X, Y) 
given observation from 0'. Since the first term is almost positive definite [13] and 
involves complicated conditional expectations, the EM algorithm maximizes only 
the second term. Due to this interpretation, we expect the EM algorithm to be 
efficient when most of the discrimination information is in the complete data 
measures Po(X, Y). Similar arguments are given in [3] based on the interpretation 
of the rate of convergence using Fisher's definition of information. 
3. Parameter estimation of partially observed diffusion processes 
Let t ~ [0, T], and assume 3~, is an increasing family of right continuous ub-sigma 
fields. Let w, and vt be two independent 3:,-adapted Brownian motions on R m and 
R", respectively. Let xt ~ R m and y, ~ R" solve the Ito differential equations: 
dxt =f(O, x,, t) dt+ cr(x,, t) dwt, x(O) = Xo (signal diffusion process), 
(3.1) 
dyt = h(O, x,, t) dt+dvt (observation process) (3.2) 
where 0 ~ R t is an unknown vector of parameters. The probability measure induced 
by the solutions of (3.1), (3.2) is denoted by Po. We are interested in the problem 
of estimating 0 from a given observation path {y~, 0 ~< s <~ T}, which will be denoted 
by y0 T. This problem may be treated by non-linear filtering methods by considering 
0 as a random variable with the dynamical equation d0 = 0, cf. [6]. However, the 
resulting filter is, in general, infinite dimensional, even for linear diffusions observed 
via a linear sensor (i.e., h(O, x, t) = h(O, t)x, f(O, x, t) =f(O, t)x, tr(x, t) = tr0), cf. 
[1, 2, 14]. We will show in the sequel that for a wide class of diffusions (including 
ARMA processes), the EM algorithm leads to the iterative application of finite 
dimensional filters. The general form of these filters for linear systems observed 
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through a linear sensor is given by (3.7), (3.8) or (3.9) and the optimal linear 
smoother (cf. [28, p. 164]). An explicit computation for a one dimensional example 
is given in Section 6. 
We turn now to the derivation of the EM algorithm for the problem (3.1), (3.2). 
We assume f (  O, x, t), o'(x, t) and h( O, x, t) are such that Po ~ Po,. Sufficient condi- 
tions for this are [6]: 
(a) The system of algebraic equations 
tr(x, t)~,(O, O',x, t)=f(O,x, t ) - f (O' ,x,  t) 
has a uniformly (in x and t) bounded solution ~,for t s [0, T] and any values of 0, 0'; 
(b) f(O, x, t) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition in t and x. 
Further, assuming that h(O, x, t) satisfies a global Lipschitz condition in t and x, 
we obtain [6]: 
Io logAoo, = [f*(O',xs, S)-f*(O, xs, S)][o'(x~,s)o'*(x,,s)] # dx~ 
-~ [f*(O,xs, s)-f*(O, xs, s)] 
x [tr(xs, s)tr*(xs, s)]#[f(0', xs, s)+f(O, Xs, s)] ds 
+ [h*(O',xs, s)-h*(O,x~,s)]dy~ 
_!2 [h*(O',xs, s)-h*(O,x,,s)][h(O',xs, )+h(O, Xs, S)]ds 
(3.3) 
where R e is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix R, and v* is the transpose of v. From 
(3.3) and (2.8a) follows: 
Q(O, Op)=E~, f*(O,x~,s)[o'(xs, )tr*(x~,s)] ~'axe-½ f*(O,x~,s) 
x [tr(Xs, s)o'*(x~, s)]#f(0, xs, s) ds + 
+ h*(O, x~, s) dys -½ 
+K(Op, y~) 
h*( O, xs, s)h( O, Xs, s) dslyo r} 
(3.4) 
where K is some function of 0p and y~, independent of 0. We see that, in general, 
the E-step of (2.8) involves a non-linear smoothing problem corresponding to (3.1), 
(3.2), with a specific value of Op. Although this problem is significantly simpler than 
the original ML (or MAP) problem which involves functional expectation, it gen- 
erally does not possess a finite dimensional recursive solution. However, finite 
dimensional solutions do exist for specific important cases, as demonstrated in the 
sequel. 
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In the case where f(O,x,t)=A(O)f(x,t), h(O,x,t)=C(O)h(x,t) 
(ty(x, t)tr(x, t)*) '~ = R, 1 one can rewrite Q(O, Op) as follows: 
where 
and 
Q( O, 0,)= trace{ E~ (Op)A*( O)R}-½trace{E2( Op)A*( O)RA( 0)} + 
+ trace{ E3 (0p) C* ( 0)}- ½trace{ E4(0p) C* ( 0)C( 0)}+ K( 0p, y~) 
(3.5) 
E2(0,) -~ E~,[f(Xs, S)f*(xs, s)lyrlds, (3.6b) 
E3(0p) A dysE~,[h*(xs, )lyg], (3.6c) 
E ,[g(x,s)g*(x,s)lyg]ds. (3.6d) 
Thus, the dependence of Q(0, op) on the unknown parameters involves the non-linear 
smoothing solutions only as the constants that multiply the functions of 0. Approxi- 
mate smoothers may be applied for evaluating these constants, and if their e..rrors 
with respect o the optimal smoothers are bounded uniformly by e, e-versions of 
Theorems 1, 3 can be derived. 2 
It has been recently proved [15] that whenever a filtering problem possesses a 
finite dimensional recursive solution, the smoothing problem associated with it 
possesses a finite dimensional (although not necessarily recursive) solution. Thus, 
exact finite dimensional solutions exist for Benes vector processes [16], Kalman 
(linear) problems, problems which are of these two types conditioned on the 
observation process [17], and the coordinate transformations of these problems. 
In all of these cases the EM provides a convenient algorithm for parameter 
estimation, by iteratively using the optimal smoother and then solving a non- 
stochastic maximization problem in order to achieve a better set of parameters (in 
the ML sense). The finite dimensional solution thus obtained is not recursive 
(although it possesses the structure of a forward-backward filter) but it is suitable 
for fixed time interval measurements. 
For simplicity we restrict the discussion to Linear Time-Invariant problems, 
(i.e., f(x, t) = fl(x, t) = x), where the matrices A.×. and Cm×. are given as linear 
r 
combinations of distinct parameters, i.e., A = Ao+Y~lffil O~Ai, C = Co+Y~i=~ 0~2C~. 
Similar results hold for other functions, provided that (3.4) can be decomposed into Y~i Fi(O)Gt(Op) 
as in (3.5). The example we give is the most straightforward but not the only one. 
2 By e-versions we denote equalities and inequalities that are true up to errors that are bounded by 
functions of e. 
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In this case (3.5) is a n.s.d, quadratic form in terms of the parameters, and its global 
maxima satisfies the following set of linear equations: 
MAo1 = V A, (3.7a) 
MC02 = V c (3.7b) 
where the elements of the matrices MAt and c M,×,, and the vectors VAeR z and 
V c ~ R ;  are given by: 
M~=trace(PA*RAj), MC=trace(fiC*Cj), (3.7c) 
V~=-t race(PA*RAo)+E~[ f f  x*A*Rdx~ly~ ], (3.7d) 
vC = -trace(/3C*Co) + E~,[x*lyr]c * dye. (3.7e) 
Only three terms in (3.7c-3.7e) depend on Op (the current parameter vector), as 
follows: 
(a) E~ [x* lye] which is the smoothed state given the observation path. 
A p T 
(b) P & Jo E #p[x~x* l Yo T] ds which involves the smoothed second-moment of the 
state vector. 
(c) E~p[~o T x*A*R dx~lYoT], 
Whereas the first two terms are outputs of the conventional optimal inear smoother, 
and can be obtained by finite dimensional filters (cf. e.g. [6]), the third term may, 
in general, be quite cumbersome. We shall further simplify this term in the following 
two important cases: 
Case 1. Symmetric drifts with respect o the parameters 
If Ai is a symmetric matrix (i.e. the dependence ofthe drift matrix in the parameter 
0il is symmetric), then from Ito's Lemma: 
or X A* R dx~ = ½ trace{A* RExrx* - XoX* - TI]}, 
and therefore: 
=½ trace{ A* R { E 6p[ xTx* [ y~] - E ~p[ xox* l y~] - TI} }. 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
Thus, this term is expressed via the smoothed second-moment of the state vector. 
Case 2. ARMA models 
ARMA models represent single-input single-output systems. We assume that the 
system is controllable and represent i in the controller canonical form (cf. [18]). 
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For this representation the matrix R is zero except for the element R (n, n). Further- 
more, the matrices Ai are zero except for the element A~(n, i) = 1, and all the other 
non-zero elements of A are included in Ao. Therefore: 
E~p[I:x,A*Rdxs[y=]=R(n,n)E~[I:x~(i)dx~(n)ly= ]. (3.9a) 
Since for (i # n)(xs(i), x~(i)) = 0, it follows from Ito's Lemma: 
x~(i)dx~(n)=Xr(i)xr(n)-xo(i)xo(n)- Xs(n)dx,(i) 
(Io ) =xr(i)xr(n)-xo(i)xo(n)- Ao x~x* ds (3.9b) /,n 
Therefore, for (i ~ n) one obtains: 
A , 
= trace{ A* R { E ¢[ xTx*ly g] - E¢[  Xox*lyg] - eao } }. (3.9c) 
Whereas, for i = n, A,, is symmetric and thus (3.8b) holds. 
For any solution of (3.7), DI°Q(Op+,, 0p)=0 and D2°Q(Op+~, p)=_[~A ~c l
is a n.s.d, symmetric matrix. Thus, each finite limit point of the EM algorithm 0* 
is a fixed point of the likelihood function provided that both matrices M A and M c 
at 0* are non-singular. Since/~ is a p.s.d, symmetric matrix for any 0, conditions 
on Ai, C, R can be stated explicitly so that M A and M c are indeed non-singular 
for any 0 e O. 
Remarks. 1. Similar results can be derived for other structures of O, i.e., non-linear 
parametrization f either A or C, although the maximization step is more complex. 
2. For some parameter spaces, the signal process can be defined in many ways, 
all having the same likelihood function, but with different Q(O, 0~) functions. In 
such cases, one can determine 0p+l in (2.8b) as the argmax over all the different 
Q(O, Op) functions, thus using a different signal process in each iteration. The basic 
properties of the EM are preserved and for some cases quadratic rate of convergence 
is obtained [19]. 
3. The parameter space O can include some parameters related to the p.d.f, of 
Xo. This modification of O involves adding E#p[logpe(xo)[yo r] t Q(O, Op) in (3.4) 
and, of course, (3.5)-(3.7) are modified properly. The optimal smoother used in 
(3.7) has a known finite dimensional representation for normally distributed Xo [6]. 
4. Any parameter involving the diffusion coefficient of the observation process 
is determined with probability one from the quadratic variation of yo r. Let the 
diffusion coefficient of the signal process depend on some of the parameters in O. 
Assume that for any vector of parameters 0 e O, there exists a coordinate transforma- 
tion Zo(X) such that o-(z, t) is independent of the parameters. For the signal process 
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Zo(X), the probability measure Po has the structure of (3.1)-(3.2), while L~(O) is 
invariant under this coordinate transformation. Note that for discrete time series 
Po ~ Po, provided that the space of possible complete data samples given a specific 
sample of the observed ata, is independent ofthe parameters. Therefore, in discrete 
time series, unlike continuous time processes, the covariance matrices of both the 
signal and observation oises may depend on the parameters (i.e., for discrete 
Kalman problems, see in [20]). 
5. Once the final estimate of the parameter vector 0 is obtained the question of 
confidence intervals for this estimator arises. The confidence intervals are usually 
calculated from the Fischer Information matrix, based on the asymptotic normality 
of 0ME- This matrix also provides the Cram6r-Rao lower bound on the variance of 
0ME- Unfortunately, both the observed Fisher Information [23] (i.e., -DEL~(/~)), 
and the expected Fisher Information (i.e., Ey~[-D2L,,(O)]) of the partial data 
involve complicated expressions. However, -D2°Q(0, 0) which is the expected 
Fisher Information of the complete data given the specific sample of the observed 
data, and its expected value with respect to the observation data, are easily calculated 
for many special cases (e.g., the linear case for which -D2°Q(0, ~)=[~A Oc])" 
Since -DE°Q (0, 0) >t -D  EL,~ (0), this gives an upper bound on the Fisher information 
matrix. When there are few independent realizations of the observation process the 
functions L~(O) and Q(O, Op) are simply summed over these different realizations 
and the expected Fisher Information of the partially observed ata can be approxi- 
mated from the sample-covariance matrix of Dl°Q(O, 0) [22]. 
4. Finite state continuous Markov processes observed via a noisy sensor 
Throughout his section, x, is a stationary Markov step process with a finite 
number of states aj,j = 1, . . . ,  n [24]. We denote its transition probabilities by: 
Pij(e) = P(x(t+e)=aj lx( t )=a,)  (4.1a) 
and 
with: 
P0(e) = I 1-Aie+o(e),  
t ;tije + o( e ), 
j= i ,e~O 
(4.1b) 
j~  i, co0 ,  
Ai= ~ A#. (4.1c) 
j~ i  
We assume that the observation process is: 
dy, = g(xt) dt+dv,  
where vt is a standard Brownian motion indepenent of x, and: 
(4.2a) 
rl 
g(x)~ ~, l(x-a~)gj. (4.2b) 
j= l  
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The estimation problem we consider consists of the problem of estimating the 
unknown parameters ;t0, A~ and gj, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, j = 1, . . . ,  n. Proceeding as in [9, 6] 
and Section 3, we obtain: 
where: 
Ao,o=exp[~, k0 log A-2t- T ~/(A, - A~)Pi + 
k i~ j  A U • 
+ (g(x~) - g'(x,)) dy~ -½ (g2(x~)-g'E(x~)) ds] (4.3) 
~j g number of jumps ai --> aj in the sample path Xo T. 
 lfor Pi =~ l(x~- a~)ds is the relative occupation time 
of the i-th state in the sample path x[. 
Therefore, up to an additive constant independent of 0: 
i e j  " i 
+~g,  E#,,(l(xs-a,)lYg)dys 
_½~g2 E#,(l(x _a,)lyg)ds. 
Thus, the unique maximum of (4.5) with respect o 0 is given by: 
~To E~(l(xs-a,)Iy~)dys [.~ P~,(x~=a, ly~)dys 
g'(~+') = Io :r E #p(l(x, - a,) lyo T) ds - Io T P~(xs = a, lyo T) ds 
Ea,(~jlyo T) Ea~(~lYTo) 
X,j(~÷,)-- TEa~(p, lyTo )= ~T ° Pa,(xs = a, lY~) ds 
and 
(4.4a) 
(4.4b) 
(4.5) 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
(4.7a) 
E~=, 'P~( T ) 
where P~p(Xs = a,[yo T) is the conditional (smoothed) probability of the states, which 
is computable via a finite dimensional filter, cf. [9, 25]. 
The computation of E ap(~[ yo T) by a finite dimensional filter is presented elsewhere 
[26]. We state here only the final results for the completeness of the presentation. 
The estimator is given by: 
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where the filters ~,~ and tp~ obey the following stochastic differential equations: 
dO~(t) = ~m,p,~b~(t) dy, 
)ttm,~fl/u(t)-~...,.,~bo(t)+ Sm~AO,.)~oo(t) at, i #j, + 
1=1 
I#rn  
m - m A .} d~po(t)=gm, p)¢O(t)dyt+ ~im(p,~Olij(t)--)tra(p)~Oij(t) dr,
i=1  
I~  ra 
with boundary conditions: 
i#j ,  
(4.7b) 
(4.7c) 
~b?(0)=0, tp~(O)=Prob(xo=am), i#j ,  l<~m<.n. (4.7d) 
5. Estimating random process of parameters in continuous time linear systems 
Let t ~ [0, T], and assume ~, is an increasing family of right continuous ub-sigma 
fields. Let if,, w, and v, be three independent, ~,-adapted Brownian motions on 
R ~, R d and R", respectively. Let 0, ~ R s, x, ~ R m and Yt ~ R" solve the Ito differential 
equations (for given u, ~ R'): 
,:,0, = LdO,~J LD21 D22J et dr+ , 0(0) = Oo, 
[%.,] 
dXt=Ldx,2J L A21 A22 j x td t+ L B2 J u~dt+ , 
x(0) = Xo (non-random) 
dyt = C( Ot)xt dt+dv,  
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where the dependence on O, of the matrices All(0t), Al2(Ot), B1(0,) and C(O,) is 
linear, i.e." 
All(O,) = Auo + ~ 0t,All, 
i----1 
A12(0,) = Al~+ )-'. 0,,A12,, 
with All, = A* 11i ,  (5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
i= l  
$ 
B~(0,)= Blo+ ~, O,,B~,, (5.4c) 
i=1  
c(o,)=co+ E o,,c, (5.4d) 
i= l  
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and 0o is an unknown initial condition for equation (5.1) with smooth p.d.f, qo(0o). 
The extension for random Xo and prior knowledge of 0o is straightforward. 
The observations are the measurement path yr  and the deterministic control 
(input) path ur. The signal path xr  as well as the parameter path or are unknown. 
The overall system (5.1)-(5.3) is non-linear and there exists no finite-dimensional 
filter for computing E( Os[y T, ur). 
Let Poro denote the probability measure induced by the solution of (5.2), (5.3) 
given a parameter path or. it is easily verified that for any two paths 0o r and ~r 
there exists a Radon-Nikodym derivative given by [6]: 
[dP~['~ r * 
+ x*[C(O,)-C(O,)]* dy, 
fo" ' x*,[C(O,)-C(Ot)]*[C(O,)+C(O,)]x, dt (5.5) 
where Gi _A [A1, BI,] is an d- (m + r) matrix, and A~, A [An, A~2,]. The "a priori" 
probability ratio of a differentiable trajectory Or with respect to a reference trajectory 
is given by [ 11]: 
log 
Po(or) 
Po(Reference) for ~-½ (O,,-Dl,0, -D,2Ot2)*(O, -D,,O, -D,2Ot,)dt 
+ In qo(0o) (5.6) 
where probabilities in (5.6) are understood as the limit of the probability of a 
trajectory to lie in an "e-sausage" around the given path Or. Similarly to [11], the 
MAP estimator of the parameter path 0r is defined by the infinite-dimensional 
analogue of (2.2b): 
{ Or}MAP = argmax[ Ho(Or) +/,=o7(0r)] for some constant ao T ~ O 
{OoT}~e 
where Ho(0r) & log(Po(0r)/Po(Reference)) is given by (5.6), and 
(5.7) 
L.or(or)-  log E T(dP0°T yr, ur) .  
=° \dP~ 
The space of allowed parameters O contains all the differentiable functions on 
[0, T] satisfying the constraint Ot~=D210,,+D220t2 imposed by (5.1), and some 
structural conditions on 0t, (cf. [11]). Since the system (5.1)-(5.3) is non-linear, the 
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conditional probability measure of the parameter process given the observations i  
non-Gaussian, and thus the' MAP estimator in (5.7) does not coincide with the 
conditional mean estimator. However, in many applications one is interested in 
estimating the parameter path under which P0o ~ is most probable (e.g., system 
identification), and the MAP estimator is then the appropriate stimator. 
The direct maximization of (5.7) leads to unsolvable quations. However, the EM 
iterations are solvable; we define the following version of the EM iterative algorithm 
with the p-th iteration given by: 
E-Step: Q(O:, ~r¢p)) a= E#~o,,,(log { dPo: ~ y:, u:) (5.8a) 
\ \dP~T~,,)] 
M-Step: d r(p+') -A argmax[ Ho( 007-) + Q( 0o T, ~r~ p))]. (5.8b) 
ZrCp+,) from 0o T(p), Before proceeding with the explicit equations for updating vo 
we consider the properties of this algorithm. Two assumptions were made in Section 
2 about he parameter space @. Assumption (A-l) holds since there exists a Radon- 
Nikodym derivative between any two measures induced by different parameters in
19. Assumption (A-2) can be restated in terms of the matrices {A11,, A12,, B~,, Ci} 
and thus easily checked out. Under these assumptions one can derive the analogues 
of Theorems 1, 3 in Section 2, noting the following two differences: 
(a) The objective function L,,~o(O [) is modified by adding the prior term Ho(O[). 
(b) Since elements of 19 are functions rather than vectors, the terminology is 
changed in the sense that differential calculus is replaced by the calculus of variations, 
etc. 
For simplicity we give only the modified version of Theorem 1 and part of 
Theorem 3 as follows: 
Theorem lm. Ho(0or~P+')) +r'-'~oTc~r<p+')x~>~vo , Ho(O~P))+L~(O[ ~p)) with equality if 
and only if 0o r('+') = 0~'~P). 
The proof is similar to the one given in Section 2, and thus omitted. 
Theorem 3m. Assume that dr (p) is an instance of the EM defined in (5.8) such that 
(1) 0o r(p)-'> 0T'~ t9, pointwise; 
"T (2) 8o~[Ho(O~)+Q(O [, Oo(P))]Oo~=W~+,,=O. 
Then 
8o:[So(O[')+ L~:(0or')] = 0, 
where 8o~ denotes the first variation with respect to the function 0,, t ~ [0, T]. 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in [3], where the interchangeability 
of expectation and the first variation operation follows from the structure of the 
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system (5.1)-(5.4). Theorem lm assures the monotone increase of the posterior 
functional by the EM iterations, and assures that the MAP estimate is a fixed point 
of the EM algorirthm. Theorem 3m assures that any interior limit point of an EM 
instance is a stationary point of the posterior functional. 
We proceed with the derivation of the explicit equations of the EM iteration in 
(5.8), starting with the E-Step. 
Given current parameter path/~o r(p~, the diffusion process defined by (5.2)-(5.4) 
is a Linear Time-Varying system with linear parametrization f the state, input and 
gain matrices. Thus, similarly to the linear time-invariant case discussed in Section 
3, Q(Oo r, ~o r(p~) is a n.s.d, functional of 8o r given by: 
Q(0or, ~or(P)) = -½ O*IVI*Otdt+ O*d~,+K(Og(P),yg, ug) (5.9) 
where K is some functional of ~o r(p), y~ and Uo r independent of .8o r. The p.s.d. 
matrix/~r, of dimension s, and the vector d~, 6 R', are given in terms of the optimal 
time-varying linear smoother with respect to the current parameters' path/~o r(p). Due 
to the symmetry of AI~, imposed by (5.4a), /~r, and dr3, are given as functions of 
the standard outputs of the optimal smoother (i.e., the smoothed state, and smoothed 
second moment of the state). This is the analogue of the two special cases presented 
in Section 3. The exact values of/~/, and dt3t are obtained from (5.8a) and (5.2)-(5.5) 
after tedious algebraic manipulations and an extensive use of ito's lemma. The 
results are: 
~, ~ e ao~,~,(x, lYo ~, Uo ~ ) ~ [ ~'11 (5.10a) 
L.~,,J' 
t.s, F ',, (5.10b) LP,~, P J '  
rr, , } M'(i'j)=trace{C'#'c*}+tracel 'L.s,* =,u,,j (,.,oo) 
d~,(i) = xt* C~* dy, + ut* B~*~ d~,,+ trace{A~2 dPt,2} +½ trace{A~, d/St,,} 
+ ½ trace{ A*,} + trace{ A*2(£A*~ +/3,,~A'2 ) }] dt. (5.10d) 
This completes the E-step, as the finite dimensional filters for ~, and/3, as well as 
d~, and d/~ are well known (cf. [6, 28]). 
Combining (5.6), (5.8b) and (5.9) the M-step involves the maximization of: 
J(0:)=-½Io r
1I; 
(Or1 -- D l lOt t -  D12Ot2)*( Otl - Dl10,1- Dt20t2) dt 
n*~r*n dt+ 0* d~3,+ln qo(0o) v t ~v~ t v t  (5.11a) 
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subject to the constraint imposed by (5.1): 
with the unknowns being {0,,; t e [0, T]} and 002. 
Since we assume that 0, is ditterentiable, we apply the usual calculus of variations 
to J(Oro) although it involves a stochastic integral. By the basic lemma of the calculus 
of variations a necessary condition for local extremes is: 6%.o~J(0[)=0. The 
functional J(O[) is a quadratic-form of the unknown parameters. It can be shown 
that any local extrema of J(O r) is a solution of a linear, time-varying, stochastic, 
two-point boundary problem (cf. [ 11 ], for the general non-linear case). The following 
four steps lead to this solution: 
(a) Substitute (5.11b) in (5.11a), and compute the first variation of J in terms of 
8002, 60,, and 60,,. 
(b) Use a standard integration by parts to eliminate 60,, from the first variation 
of J, while noting that differentiation is done using Ito's calculus. 
(c) Obtain integro-differential equations using the fact that 60,, and 60% are 
arbitrary perturbations. 
(d) Re-arrange these integro-differential equations as a system of linear differen- 
tial equations by defining the following additional state variables: 
qJ,, & 0,,- D,,O,,- DlzO,2 , (5.12a) 
I T I T ~b'2 a= , eD22('-')[D*:q~7,-- ]Qln, O',-- tVIn20"2 ]dr -  , e°22(~-')dz372 - 
The resulting linear differential equations are: 
~bt] [-i~,/-~ i-0_._-/~0-,-] [-~ J d/- 
(5.12b) 
(5.13) 
Ot =LL~ 2) j0°+ N~2)j 
(5.14) 
where the columns of the 2s x s matrix L, are the zero-input solutions of (5.13). 
The i-th column of Lt is the output of a filter simulating the system (5.13) with 
(5.131) has the following form: 
subject o the following boundary conditions: 
$o = -V  In qo(0o), (5.131) 
~br = 0. (5.13T) 
We now restrict the discussion to the case of Gaussian initial p.d.f, for 0, i.e., 
-V In qo(Oo)= Z-l(0o - /x) .  In this case, the complete solution of (5.13) subject to 
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d~, =0, initialized by ~o=Z-~(Oo-lZ) and the i-th unit vector as 0o. The vector 
N, e R 2s is the zero-state solution of (5.13). It is obtained by a filter initialized by 
No = 0 and simulating (5.13) with its non-zero inputdr3,. 
The boundary condition (5.13T) implies that 0o can be any solution of the 
non-stochastic equation: L~)Oo + N~ )= O. In the sequel we prove the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution 0o, with the resulting 0o r being the global maxima of J(0or). 
Lemma 1. I f  2-~ is a positive definite matrix, then the two point boundary value 
problem possesses a unique solution which is the global maxima of J( O~) in O, and 
thus the desired result of the M-Step. 
Proof. It is easily verified that the second variation of J(O[) in O is given by: 
82J(oT) =-  (80q-DHSO, -D1280,2)*(80h-Dl lSOq-D1280,2)dt 
- f~  80"IVl,80, dt-,50*Z-~80o (5.15a) 
with 
o.o , 0 ] 
Therefore 82j(0~) <<- 0 for every 0~" ~ O, every p.s.d, matrices ]~/, and any sample of 
d~z. Furthermore, 82j(0or)<0 since Z -~ is a p.d. matrix. However, this strict- 
concavity of J(0o r) and its pointwise continuity in O assures the uniqueness of a 
local extrema for any d~t, and if it exists, it is the global maxima of J(O[) in @. 
For dr3, =/z]~lr, eTM dt is easily verified that 0, =/~ e TM, t e [0, T], is a solution of the 
two point boundary value problem, being its unique solution as stated above. 
Therefore, L~ ) is a non-singular matrix otherwise a contradiction results. Thus, 
there exists a unique solution of the two point-boundary value problem for any 
sample of dt3,, and this solution is the global maxima of J(O~). 
6. An example 
In this section, we specialize the results of Section 3 to the one dimensional AR 
system 
dxt = Ox, dt+ dw,, 
dy, = gxt dt + dr, 
xo=O, (6.1) 
(6.2) 
where 0 is an unknown parameter, g is a known gain, and we seek a ML estimate 
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of 0. The likelihood functional Lo(O) is 
)1 )] Lo(O) = log Eo exp Ox~ dx~ ---~ x 2 ds yro 
0 2 T 
=l°g[Eo(exp(O(x~-T)-~I ° x~ds) lY:)] 
where 
The Q function for this case is: 
Q(O, O')=OEo,(x21y~) TO 
2 2 
Therefore, the EM iterations (3.7) give 
~p+,= Ea~(x2r lyr )  - T 
2 fo r E#~(x~lYo r) ds" 
Eo denotes expectations w.r.t, the probability measure defined by 0 = O. 
Pr=E~,(x,-£vt)2, 
Let us define 
~r = E~p(x, ly~), 
P~,=E6,(x~-£~,) 2. 
~l ,  = Eap(x~ly~), 
02for E 2 T o,(x, I yo ) ds. 
2 
Then, we may rewrite (6.3) as: 
~p+~ ~ P~-+(£~-):- T 
~2 T Io (P~T+(X~T) z) ds 
where £~, x~t, P~, P~It satisfy the following recursions (cf. [28, p. 164]). 
Forward filter 
Pr = 2/~PP~+ 1 -g2(p~)2, POP=0, 
d~ = ( /~p-g2p~)~ dt+ gP~ dyt, ~=0,  
and the reversed-time r cursions: 
(6.3) 
(6.4a) 
(6.4b) 
Backward filter 
1 p 
dr - P~T-,) \ P~r-,)] xcr-.)lr, 
PPlr = PP, (6.5a) 
£~-ir = ~(r. (6.5b) 
We note that Lo(O) is continuous and ditterentiable w.r.t.O. Moreover, for almost 
any path Xo r, 
02 2 )o-- 
exp (x r -  T)--~- xs ds ,0  
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and therefore, the set {0: L,~(O) >t L~(0)} is compact for any 0. Moreover, Q(0, 0') 
is continuous w.r.t. 0 and also w.r.t. 0', as (6.4) and (6.5) above show. 
2 T Finally, for any 0P, Ea,'(xslyo)= P~r+(~s l r )2>0 for s#0,  because of the fact 
that the solution of the Ricatti equation (6.4a) is strictly positive. Therefore, 
Theorem 2 holds and limit points of the EM instance are stationary points of Lo(0). 
We note that a similar reasoning applies to the multi-dimensional case also. 
The system (6.1), (6.2) was simulated together with the recursions (6.4)-(6.5), for 
various values of 0, of  observation gain g, and of initial guesses ~o. Some of the 
results are summarized in Table 1. The signal to noise ratio chosen was about 20 dB 
(g = 10), and 0 was chosen to be -1 .  It is seen that the EM algorithm converges in 
few iterations. For short observation time (T = 20 sec), the ML estimate is not very 
close to the true parameter. However, collecting more data (T= 100), the ML 
estimate becomes close to the true value 0 and the EM algorithm converges to the 
ML estimate in few iterations, even from far away initial guesses. 
It should be noted that for lower S /N  ratios or observation times, the likelihood 
functional possesses everal local maxima, and the convergence of the EM algorithm 
Table 1 
Simulation results for the system (6.1), (6.2) 
T = 20.0 0 = -1.0 g = 10.0 
Initual guess -1.000 0.000 10.000 -10.000 50.000 -50.000 
Iteration 1 -0.765 -0.746 -2.133 -,2.582 -18.300 -45.305 
Iteration 2 -0.758 -0.757 -0.819 -0.851 -8.415 -39.975 
Iteration 3 -0.758 -0.758 -0.759 -0.760 -1.976 -33.756 
Iteration 4 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.810 -26.283 
Iteration 5 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.759 -17.199 
Iteration 6 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -7.396 
Iteration 7 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -1.665 
Iteration 8 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.792 
Iteration 9 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 
Iteration 10 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 -0.758 
T = 100.0 0 = -1.0 g = 10.0 
Initial guess - 1.000 0.000 10.000 -10.000 50.000 -50.000 
Iteration 1 -1.039 -1.020 -3.262 -3.270 -45.450 -46.324 
Iteration 2 -1.040 -1.039 -1.218 -1.219 -41.295 -42.269 
Iteration 3 -1.040 -1.040 -1.047 -1.047 -36.608 -37.716 
Iteration 4 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -31.194 -32.486 
Iteration 5 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -24.783 -26.326 
Iteration 6 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -17.110 -18.945 
Iteration 7 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -8.652 -10.510 
Iteration 8 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -2.637 -3.543 
Iteration 9 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.148 -1.255 
Iteration 10 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.040 -1.044 -1.049 
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was to one of these local maxima, depending on the initial guess. We omit the 
details here. 
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